
Today I will create SPACE using foreground, middle ground, and back-

ground.   

Go outside!  Draw your yard be creative with your landscape add fun 

things in (friends are fine to add, even imaginary ones!)  Your picture must 

include a foreground, middle ground, and background. 

Today I will use 3-D objects to build a STILL LIFE. 

Grab your toys and make the coolest scene you can with them, the more 

the better.  Is that teddy bear flying to save the unicorn?  Could be!!  

Make it fun and exciting and then draw your very awesome cool toy sce-

ne.  If you can get a grown-up to sit still long enough draw them too. 

Today I will use my imagination to show different PERSPECTIVES. 

Design a vehicle.  Be sure to draw it from different angles (the side, the 

top, the back and front) to show all the unique features. (rocket boosters, 

automatic candy machine, flames, smoke canister etc.. Be creative!)  Color 

this one if you can. 

Today I will use my exercise my creativity using SHAPE. 

Make as many different pictures as you can using a circle as the starting 

point.  No repeats!!  (For example: a baseball, a face, the sun, and a bal-

loon.) Now your job is to think and make as many as you can possibly 

think of.  The person with the most wins! 

Today I will use SURREALISM to create a picture. 

Imagine a world where something ELSE (besides rain or snow) fell from 

the sky today (candy, cats, coffee.. You decide!) Draw or paint what that 

place would look like. 

Today I will create a SCULPTURE using utensils.   

Raid the forks! Hide the spoons! You are going to create a sculpture using 

your silverware.  Make the very coolest sculpture ever using utensils your 

adults say you can.  Take a photo with you and your sculpture and send it 

in.  And remember NO BENDING.  You do have to use those to eat. 
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